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Left opening

Left opening door.

Right opening

Right opening door.

Push to open

Gently pressing the centre of the drawer
or door facilitates the opening and closing
process.

Soft close (drawers)

This slow closing system ensures that
drawers close softly and slowly, for
extended product durability.

Soft close (doors)

This slow closing system ensures that
doors will close softly and slowly, for
extended product durability.

Height-adjustable shelves

The internal shelves may be placed
at different heights, so that there are
no space limitations.

Space saving syphon   
for compact units

It allows maximization of the available
space for storage.

Reduced depth unit

The solutions with reduced depth are
ideal for making the most of small areas.

Furniture unit that can be installed
with legs 

This set of optional legs are specially
designed to install the unit on thin walls,
so that it can be better secured.

Reversible

This system ensures that the door
opens to the right or left with just
one turn.

Benefits

BENEFITS
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Inspira furniture and Atlas faucet
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Range and fi nishes
The Inspira furniture range is 

available in three sizes: 1000, 

800 and 600 mm. 

The collection also offers an 

innovate array of fi nishes: Gloss 

White and City Oak.

Tidiness and accessibility
The drawers of the Inspira base units 

have no cut-outs for the siphon and 

can be fully extracted, facilitating 

tidiness and access. 

The inside of the base unit has 

partitions and compartments to store 

toiletries and bathroom essentials. 

1000 mm

800 mm

600 mm

Inspira
This versatile vitreous china and furniture collection 

offers three design lines and multiple combinations that 

provide solutions to create your ideal bathroom space 

regardless of your style. 

Novelty

INSPIRA
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Dimensions
in mm.

Base unit with 2 drawers and basin

600 x 490 mm  
Ref. RA851075806 (White)  
Ref. RA851075402 (Oak)

Unik
Includes base unit and basin.  

498

610
874

530
200 A

270
270

A
1000
800
600

· Optional fitting with 2 legs

1000 x 490 mm
Ref. RA851077806 (White)  
Ref. RA851077402 (Oak)

800 x 490 mm
Ref. RA851076806 (White)  
Ref. RA851076402 (Oak) 

Gloss White
806

City Oak
402

Furniture finishes
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Inspira Bathroom Furniture
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Alba furniture
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Tidiness and space
Alba offers great storage 

capacity and ensures necessary 

tidiness.

Compact design
The Alba base unit and table can 

fi t into any bathroom space with 

their unique compact design.

Alba
Alba is an elegant furniture range crafted to create a 

relaxed environment inside any bathroom. The range 

stands out for its modern design and functionality. 

Novelty

ALBA
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690 x 1200 mm  
Ref. RA812251000 

690

12
00
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ALBA

Dimensions
in mm.

690 x 545 mm 
Ref. RA856795346

Base unit with basin

690 x 545  mm 
Ref. RA856940357

Base unit table top

54
5

205 280

690

25
5.5

11
7.5

R5
0

R20

Unik
Includes base unit and basin. 

MirrorTable top
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Alba Bathroom Furniture
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Prisma Bathroom Furniture
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Wide array of solutions
It is offered in two dimentions with a wide range of fi nishes and 

colours, which ensure easy solutions for the bathroom. 

Prisma boasts of a minimalist design that allows 

for integration into any space. Its design easily 

adapts to the environment, and highlights timeless 

aesthetics. 

Prisma

PRISMA
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Prisma

Dimensions
in mm.

800 x 450 mm
Base unit with basin
Ref. RA855952806  
White

800 x 450 mm
Base unit with basin
Ref. RA855952321  
Ash

800 x 450 mm
Base unit with basin
Ref. RA855952322  
Ash/White

790

694

460

610
865 530

800

600 x 450 mm
Base unit with basin
Ref. RA855944806  
White

600 x 450 mm
Base unit with basin
Ref. RA855944321  
Ash

600 x 450 mm
Base unit with basin
Ref. RA855944322 
Ash/White

590

450

460

610
865 580

600
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Prisma

Prisma

Furniture finishes

PRISMA

Dimensions
in mm.

350 mm
Reversible column unit (White) 
Ref. RA856887806

350 mm
Reversible column unit (Ash) 
Ref. RA856887321

350 mm
Optional leg set (Chrome) 
Ref. RA816764339

350

1200

200

White
806

Ash
321

White/Ash
322
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Heima Bathroom Furniture
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Tidiness and space
Heima offers great storage 

capacity and ensures the 

necessary tidiness in a 

comfortable and easy way.

Variety in the bathroom
The collection may be combined 

with 8 different basin models, 

making it easy to customize your 

bathroom. 

This furniture collection with an intelligent design 

and great storage capacity is available in two 

dimensions and two fi nishes. It can be combined 

with several over-countertop basins.

Heima

HEIMA
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604 x 490 mm
Heima (600mm) - White

604 x 490 mm
Heima (600mm) - Ash

604

500

490

610800 530 300

804

500

490

610800 530 300

804 x 490 mm
Heima (800mm) - White

804 x 490 mm
Heima (800mm) - Ash

Heima

HEIMA

Dimensions
in mm.

Heima Bathroom Furniture
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Basin options for Heima

Furniture fi nishes

 HEIMA

Dimensions
in mm.

White
353/460/000

Ash
321

The Gap

Heima 800
Ref. RAH8006000 (White)
Ref. RAH8001321 (Ash)

Heima 600
Ref. RAH6001353 (White)
Ref. RAH6001321 (Ash)

Hall

Heima 800
Ref. RAH8001460 (White)
Ref. RAH8002321 (Ash)

Heima 600
Ref. RAH6001460 (White)
Ref. RAH6002321 (Ash)

Khroma

Heima 800
Ref. RAH8004460 (White)
Ref. RAH8003321 (Ash)

Heima 600
Ref. RAH6004460 (White)
Ref. RAH6003321 (Ash)

Fusion S

Heima 800
Ref. RAH800K460 (White)
Ref. RAH8004321 (Ash)

Heima 600
Ref. RAH600K460 (White)
Ref. RAH6004321 (Ash)

Fusion L

Heima 800
Ref. RAH800L460 (White)
Ref. RAH8005321 (Ash)

Heima 600
Ref. RAH600L460 (White)
Ref. RAH6005321 (Ash)

Bol

Heima 800
Ref. RAH8006460 (White)
Ref. RAH8006321 (Ash)

Heima 600
Ref. RAH6006460 (White)
Ref. RAH6006321 (Ash)

Zun

Heima 800
Ref. RAH8007353 (White)
Ref. RAH8007321 (Ash)

Heima 600
Ref. RAH6007353 (White)
Ref. RAH6007321 (Ash)

Diverta

Heima 600
Ref. RAH6001000 (White)
Ref. RAH6007321 (Ash)
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Debba Bathroom Furniture
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Countless options
The Unik versions combine base 

unit and basin.

This comprehensive vitreous china and furniture collection 

offers solutions that adapt to all kind of spaces, as its 

different dimensions allow installation in spacious rooms 

as well as reduced environments. The base units have two 

available versions (with two doors and two drawers) and 

both are available with the soft-close system. 

Debba

Maximum storage 
capacity
Thanks to a space saving 

siphon, its cabinets and drawers 

offer greater storage capacity. 

DEBBA
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Dimensions
in mm.

Debba

800mm
Base unit door - White
Ref. RA855903806

800mm
Base unit door - Wenge
Ref. RA855903154

600mm
Base unit door - White
Ref. RA855901806

600mm
Base unit door - Wenge
Ref. RA855901154

500mm
Base unit door - White
Ref. RA855900806

500mm
Base unit door - Wenge
Ref. RA855900154

720

360

610865 530
145

392,5
B

  A         B
805     790
605     590
505     490

A

Furniture fi nishes

White
806

Wenge
154

Debba

800mm
Base unit drawer - White
Ref. RA855907806

800mm
Base unit drawer - Wenge
Ref. RA855907154

600mm
Base unit drawer - White
Ref. RA855905806

600mm
Base unit drawer - Wenge
Ref. RA855905154

500mm
Base unit drawer - White
Ref. RA855904806

500mm
Base unit drawer - Wenge
Ref. RA855904154

B

A

720

296

360

610865 530
145

  A         B
805     790
605     590
505     490
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Debba Bathroom Furniture
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Victoria Basic Bathroom Furniture
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Victoria Basic
This comprehensive collection combines vitreous china 

and base units for great storage capacity. 

It stands out for its simplicity and functionality. A timeless 

classic, it is ideal for different environments, from the 

most traditional to the more modern ones. The variety of 

elements that make it up also offer solutions for different 

needs. 

Victoria Basic
The Victoria Basic collection expands with a 2-drawer base unit, 

specially designed for families that need storage space. 

VICTORIA BASIC

Novelty
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Victoria Basic

VICTORIA BASIC

Dimensions
in mm.

805 x 450 mm
Base unit with basin - White
Ref. RA855852806  

805 x 450 mm
Base unit with basin - Wenge
Ref. RA855852201

565

450

865
610 530

785

300

805

605 x 450 mm
Base unit with basin - White
Ref. RA855854806 

605 x 450 mm
Base unit with basin - Wenge
Ref. RA855854201

565

450

865
610 530

785

300

605

Dimensions

Furniture fi nishes

White
806

Wenge
201
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Victoria Basic Bathroom Furniture
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Stratum Bathroom Furniture
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Trendy design
Its integrated design offers a 

comprehensive solution for the 

bathroom space. The interior 

lighting creates a personal 

environment and helps to fi nd 

objects placed inside. 

Furniture collection made of green solid wood with a 

trendy design that increases the functional value of the 

room because of its features, sizes and fi nishes. 

Stratum

Great storage capacity 
and user comfort
Its drawers, without cut-out for 

the siphon, include practical 

partitions and boxes to store 

and organise personal bathroom 

items. The integrated handle 

provides elegance and allows an 

easy opening. Stratum is also 

equipped with drawers with soft-

close system for greater comfort 

and durability.  

STRATUM
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Stratum base unit drawer 1290 mm
Oak
Ref. RAS1290609

Stratum

STRATUM

Dimensions
in mm.

450
850

310

1280 495

450
850

310

890 495

Stratum base unit drawer 890 mm
Oak
Ref. RAS8900609
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Oak
609

Finishes fi nish

STRATUM

Stratum Bathroom Furniture

Complements
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Diverta Bathroom Furniture
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Furniture collection specially designed for Diverta luxury 

basins, that gives warmth to most modern environments.

Diverta

DIVERTA

Adaptable to content
Diverta is a versatile collection which can be hung or fi tted with 

optional feet.

Comfort in use
Its doors feature the “soft & self close” system, guaranteeing 

maximum comfort. The elegance of its vertical handle gives the 

bathroom space a touch of sophistication and, at the same time, 

facilitates the opening of the unit.

Design & durability
Diverta is eco-friendly and comes with a lacquered fi nish on solid 

wood. It is also moisture proof and long-lasting.

Novelty
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Diverta

DIVERTA

Dimensions
in mm.

Diverta (470mm) 
Base unit door - White 
Ref. RAD4700858

Diverta (470mm) 
Base unit door - Grey
Ref. RAD4700886

Diverta (470mm) 
Base unit door - Black 
Ref. RAD4700868

425

460

693 543

Diverta (750mm) 
Base unit door - White 
Ref. RAD7500858

Diverta (750mm) 
Base unit door - Grey
Ref. RAD7500886

Diverta (750mm) 
Base unit door - Black 
Ref. RAD7500896

425

693 543

730

White
858

Grey
886

Black
868/896

Furniture fi nishes
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Diverta Bathroom Furniture
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Saint Bathroom Furniture
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Modern design
Eco-friendly, delicate and completely moisture-proof, the Saint 

series is made with green solid wood and comes with a lacquered 

fi nish. This furniture collection enriches any bathroom through subtle 

decorations.

Adaptable to content
The Saint collection generally offers wall-hung cabinets, but are 

available as stand-alone vanity units with legs as well.

SAINT

Environment-friendly and delicate, this furniture collection 

enriches any bathroom through subtle decorations.

Saint Novelty
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Dimensions
in mm.

Saint

785

490

490

490 x 785 mm
Saint base unit

Red
896

Black
868

Furniture finishes

Basin options for Saint

The Gap

Saint 800
Ref. RAS8001896 (Red) 
Ref. RAS8001868 (Black)

Hall

Saint 800
Ref. RAS8002896 (Red) 
Ref. RAS8002868 (Black)

Khroma

Saint 800
Ref. RAS8003896 (Red) 
Ref. RAS8003868 (Black)

Fusion S

Saint 800
Ref. RAS8004896 (Red) 
Ref. RAS8004868 (Black)

Fusion L

Saint 800
Ref. RAS8005896 (Red) 
Ref. RAS8005868 (Black)

Bol

Saint 800
Ref. RAS8007896 (Red) 
Ref. RAS8007868 (Black)

Zun

Saint 800
Ref. RAS8006896 (Red) 
Ref. RAS8006868 (Black)

Vanity Table

Saint 800
Ref. RA856553858 (With tap hole) 
Ref. RA856554858 (Without tap hole)

Must Order
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Saint Bathroom Furniture
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Mini Bathroom Furniture
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Compact ensemble
Sets including base unit, basin and mirror or cabinet mirror with a 

width of 450 mm and a reduced depth of 250 mm. 

Adaptable to content
Mini has interior adjustable shelves to make the organization of all 

toiletries easier. 

A furniture collection specially conceived for 

guest bathrooms or small-sized bathrooms. 

Mini

MINI
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Dimensions
in mm.

Mini

450 x 250 mm
Base unit with basin and mirror cabinet
Ref. RA855866806  

600

450
140

450

250

500

75

865

300
610 530

575
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Mini Bathroom Furniture
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Luna Mirror Cabinet
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Mirrored cabinets that offer fl exibility and infi nite 

possibilities for the bathroom space.

Luna

LUNA

Space and comfort
The Luna mirror cabinets offer additional storage space while 

integrating perfectly with the ambience. The doors have a 

soft-close mechanism to facilitate comfortable usage.
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Dimensions
in mm.

Luna

500

150

600

500 x 600 mm
Mirror cabinet with 1 soft-close reversible door
and 2 adjustable glass shelves. 
Ref. RA856840806
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Diverta Bathroom Furniture
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Bathroom Furniture - Tips for use and maintenance (MDF). 

Roca Bathroom Furniture is made of materials designed 

specifi cally for their use in bathroom spaces. We suggest 

these tips in order to keep your furniture looking its best.

Maintenance

Ventilation 

Constant moisture can affect the external features of the 

furniture, leaving the doors and/or windows open after each 

shower or bath minimizes moisture and therefore, its effects on 

the furniture. Wiping with a dry cloth ensures a longer life for the 

furniture.

Sealing

 It is recommended that the area between the furniture and 

the sink should be sealed using a neutral transparent silicone 

(without chemical additives). This seals the product, preventing 

water from stagnating and guaranteeing that the water slides 

on the hydrophobic surface of the furniture. To ensure the 

perfect state of the furniture during and after the installation, 

it is recommended to always support the furniture in padded 

areas (such as the box itself) and to check water and electric 

connections before the installation.

Heating 

Please refrain from installing the furniture too close to heat 

sources such as radiators and heat emitters. The high 

temperatures (or even the effect of a prolonged exposure of 

the furniture to sunlight) combined with moisture can have 

undesirable effects on the surface of the furniture.

Real wood characteristics

 If the wood fi nish is made from real wood, it is susceptible to 

variations in color, texture and patterns. These variations cannot 

be considered as quality defects but as characteristics of natural 

materials.

Soft close drawers 

All Roca furniture products incorporate soft closing doors and 

drawers. It is recommended to avoid sudden movements when 

opening or closing the furniture to ensure the correct function of 

the soft closing system.

Regulation of drawers and doors 

To ensure an impeccable aesthetic look as well as the correct 

functioning of drawers and doors, they are equipped with 

regulation systems. Drawers and doors must be readjusted 

after the furniture assembly process. Handle these systems with 

care and always follow the instructions in the installation manual 

included with your product. In case of doubt, consult an installer.

Cleaning and maintenance 

Roca furniture is easy to clean thanks to the materials used in 

its manufacture. Using a damp cloth is enough to clean any 

unwanted residue for both furniture and the basin. In case of 

stubborn stains, a low amount of neutral soap liquid can be used 

to rub gently. We do not recommend using abrasives, chemical 

products or products containing acids (especially on lacquered 

surfaces) or spraying the furniture with excess water as this may 

have an adverse effect on your bathroom furniture.

Metal parts 

To guarantee the brightness and durability of the furniture’s metal 

parts, we recommend cleaning with a damp cloth and liquid 

soap. We do not recommend using abrasive pads  for cleaning. 

MAINTENANCE
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Phone: +91 124 4278347
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Roca Bathroom Products Pvt. Ltd.




